(54) Title: BACKLIT ART PICTURE

(57) Abstract: Backlit Art Picture is a new self-contained product that creates new method of displaying translucent artworks for interior decoration and lighting. It makes possible to display backlit translucent artworks like stained glass panels, glass and foil or silk paintings and prints, photography and other non-flat artworks (relief) in home and office interiors on any wall without previous necessity of window placement or wall niche cutting for backlight. It also makes possible for the user to define and choose backlight version proper to any artwork or to his liking. It creates few artwork versions in one depending direction from which light backlights the artwork. One of preferred embodiments backlights the artwork and shines sideways at the same time to create light contour effect for more room lighting function. Backlit Art Picture having an ornamented frame (2) supporting the translucent artwork (1) and shaped to form a non-transparent flat backlight compartment behind the artwork, one or several tubular light sources (6) placed behind the artwork inside the frame and arranged centrally or at its sides parallel to the edges of the frame, light reflecting plates (9 or 15) shaped according to light sources arrangement for directing the light where it is needed the most inside and/or outside the unit, one or several electronic starting/powering devices (10) for tubular light sources, power and low voltage connecting cable (3 or 11 and 13), on/off switches (4 or 28) at bottom sides of the frame for the user to choose backlight version, a hanger (8) to mount Backlit Art Picture on the wall or to the ceiling and closing lid (5) mounted to the back side of the frame for light sources replacement.
BACKLIT ART PICTURE

Backlit Art Picture is a new self-contained product that creates new method of displaying translucent artworks for interior decoration and lighting. It makes possible to display backlit translucent artworks like stained glass panels, glass and foil or silk paintings and prints, photography and other non-flat artworks (relief) in home and office interiors on any wall without previous necessity of window placement or wall niche cutting for backlight. It also makes possible for the user to define and choose backlight version proper to any artwork or to his liking. It creates few artwork versions in one depending directions from which the light backlighting the artwork.

Subject of this invention is shown on sixteen drawings which are incorporated in and constitute a part of the specification, illustrate presently preferred embodiments and together with this detailed description, abstract and nine claims serve to explain the principles of this invention; and of which:

- Fig. 1 shows side view of Backlit Art Picture depicting its general idea,
- Fig. 2 shows cross section view of Backlit Art Picture depicting its general idea,
- Fig. 3 shows its front view of Backlit Art Picture depicting its general idea,
- Fig. 4 shows its back side view of Backlit Art Picture depicting its general idea,
- Fig. 5 shows side view of first preferred embodiment described in claim 2,
- Fig. 6 shows side section view of first preferred embodiment described in claim 2,
- Fig. 7 shows front view of first preferred embodiment described in claim 2,
- Fig. 8 shows its cross-side section view depicting insides of back side without back closing lid of Backlit Art Picture first preferred embodiment described in claim 2,
- Fig. 9 shows side section view of second preferred embodiment described in claim 3,
- Fig. 10 shows front view of third preferred embodiment with light effect (20) it creates on the wall and which is described in claim 4,
- Fig. 11 shows side section view of third preferred embodiment described in claim 4,
- Fig. 12 shows side view of fourth preferred embodiment described in claim 8,
- Fig. 13 shows side section view of fourth preferred embodiment described in claim 8,
- Fig. 14 shows side section view of fifth preferred embodiment described in claim 9,
- Fig. 15 shows side section view of sixth preferred embodiment described in claim 6,
- Fig. 16 shows side section view of seventh preferred embodiment described in claim 7.

List of Backlit Art Picture invention components shown on above mentioned drawings that are numbered is:
1. artwork; 2. frame; 3. power cable; 4. electric on/off switch; 5. back closing lid;
6. tubular fluorescent light source, straight or that might be bent to form different shapes;
7. hanger for wall mounting; 8. hanger for wall or ceiling mounting; 9. light reflecting structure shaped as shown on drawings and described in claims; 10. electric or electronic circuit device to drive (start and power) the tubular light sources; 11. inner power connecting cables; 12. low voltage connecting cables to power light sources;
13. translucent part of back closing lid; 14. light-rays directions; 15. bowl-shaped light reflecting structure; 16. distancing mount; 17. light dispersing panel; 18. a hole in the frames filled with translucent material plate; 19. the wall on which Backlit Art Picture is mounted; 20. light aureole formed on the wall by third preferred embodiment described in claim 4; 21. screws adjoining two backside mounted frames in fourth preferred embodiment described in claim 8; 22. a diamond-shaped reflecting structure in fourth preferred embodiment described in claim 8; 23. screw-holding opening in outer surfaces of the frames in fourth preferred embodiment; 24. translucent part of V-shaped light reflecting structure in fifth preferred embodiment described in claim 9; 25. a nail-like bolt to mount Backlit Art Picture onto the wall; 26. a frame made of translucent material; 27. batteries compartment with possible optional recharging system in seventh preferred embodiment described in claim 7.

Backlit Art Picture creating a new medium for displaying all kinds of translucent artworks independently of windows or specially cut in wall backlight niches is also thus creating a new medium for human artistic creativity when artworks will be made of few adjoined layers of translucent material with several surfaces comprising front artwork shown on drawings, to paint, or print on or carve with, for more three dimensional artistic effects. Created by this new invention possibility of several directions of backlight makes artworks made for it newer and more interesting than before for users giving them interactive possibilities, thus for artists to create having it in mind as well. This invention by combining decorative and interior lighting functions can also popularize famous artworks of great old masters of conventional painting by reproducing them lawfully in their translucent version.

A backlit art picture significant of comprising: a translucent artwork (1); an ornamented frame (2) supporting the artwork; a non-transparent backlight compartment attached to the back side of the frame and closed with removable lid (5) and inside which a set of tubular light sources is placed parallel to the edges at the sides of the frame inside backlight compartment; a set of two single or double on/off switches (4) to control each light source separately for user to modify backlight directions important to the artwork; a power connecting cable (3); and a set of hangers (7 and 8) for backlit art picture to be mounted on the wall or to the ceiling. This demonstrates general idea of this invention.

A backlit art picture significant of comprising: a translucent artwork (1); an ornamented frame (2) supporting the artwork and which is shaped in its cross-side section view to form inside the frame a space of a non-transparent flat backlight compartment behind the artwork; a set of four tubular light sources (6) positioned inside the frame each at opposite sides parallel to the edges of the frame and close to inner edges of the frame, mounted to the frame with tubular light sockets that supply power; a light reflecting pyramid-shaped structure (9) with four integrated triangular surfaces that is positioned
centrally to the artwork and is pointing towards the artwork reflecting light towards the central part of the artwork and is mounted to the closing lid (5); a set of four electric or electronic devices (10) starting and powering tubular light sources, mounted to the frame aside light rays directions backlighting the artwork; a set of two double electrical on/off switches (4) mounted in the holes within the opposite sides of the frame in its lower part, each switch to control one light source for the user to choose up to 15 backlight direction versions proper to the artwork or to his liking; a power connecting cable (3); a set of inner power cables (11) supplying power to electronic devices; a set of low voltage power cables (13) connecting light sources to the starting/powering light sources devices; a removable backside non-transparent closing lid (5) mounted to the frame; a hanger (8) to mount backlit art picture to the wall or to the ceiling.

A backlit art picture according to claim 2, wherein a frame (2) is made of translucent material; and light sources controlling devices (10) are placed in the empty space inside pyramid-shaped reflecting structure (9), being mounted to the closing lid (5). This is for more interior lighting functions of this invention.

A backlit art picture according to claim 2, wherein closing lid (5) is made of translucent material therefore in parts not covered by reflecting structure (9) will let the light through onto the wall; a frame (2) has narrow holes along its all sides filled with translucent material plates (16) to let the light through onto the wall at every direction to form light aureole around backlit art picture; the light sources controlling devices (10) are placed in the empty space inside the reflecting structure (9) being mounted to the closing lid (5).

A backlit art picture according to claim 3 and claim 4, wherein all mentioned there significant features of these claims are combined together to create all-sides light-emitting backlit art picture for outmost interior lighting function.

A backlit art picture according to claim 2 wherein the white thin translucent light dispersing panel is mounted behind the artwork and between the artwork and light source; the only one tubular light source or tubular round-shaped or near-rectangular-shaped light source used for backlighting is positioned centrally to the artwork surface and parallel to artwork edges or longer dimension in case of oval artworks and mounted to the inner surface of removable closing lid (5); a light reflecting bowl-shaped structure (15) of which inner surfaces are light-reflective that is round or oval or rectangular accordingly to artwork shape and that is positioned centrally to both the artwork and light source, with opening facing the artwork and bottom positioned behind the light source and that is mounted to the removable closing lid to ease light source replacement; and the light source starting/powering device (10) that is placed outside the light reflecting structure. This constitutes the popular, non-expensive version of Backlit Art Picture.

A backlit art picture according to claim 6 wherein light source is powered by appropriate number of batteries having together proper voltage and amperage to the light source used and which batteries are placed in batteries-compartment (27) with optional recharging system that is positioned within the inner space created by the frame and
closings lid but outside the bowl-shaped light reflecting structure, being mounted to the frame and with opening to the outside of whole unit to ease batteries replacement. This applied to smaller sized Backlit Art Pictures can be ideal also for gift industry.

A backlit art picture significant of comprising: a set of two translucent artworks (1) placed parallel at opposite sides of the unit in the supporting frames respectively; two ornamented supporting the artworks frames (2) each of similar cross-side section view as in claim 1 and both of identical dimensions which are joined together back to back with screws without closing lids to form a backlight compartment inside; a set of tubular light sources (6) mounted to the inside of one frame to be distanced equally from both artworks after joining together both frames and parallel to the edges of both frames; a set of light reflecting V-shaped integrated plates (9) positioned inside both joined together frames behind the light sources near the edges of whole unit to reflect the light directing it towards the center of artworks and that are mounted to one of the frames; a diamond-shaped light reflecting structure (22) with outside reflecting surfaces of which two adjacent are angled from 14 to 20 degrees to each other depending the overall dimensions of whole unit and height to width ratio of given artworks, and that is positioned centrally to the artworks with its sharp-angled tops facing towards the artworks and that is mounted to the opposite inner sides of the frame to direct reflected light towards the central parts of both artworks; a set of starting/powering tubular light sources devices (10) appropriate in number to quantity of light sources used and that are placed behind the V-shaped reflecting plates and are mounted to the inside of one of the frames between its inner edges and V-shaped light reflecting integrated plates; an appropriate set of power and low voltage cables to supply the light sources with power; a set of hangers (8) that hold both back-adjoined frames by its lower parts and facilitate attaching whole unit to the ceiling. This positioned perpendicular to walls of high and narrow corridors or other high rooms can optically lower the ceiling.

A backlit art picture according to claim 8 wherein both back adjoined frames (2) have throughout holes at the outer sides filed with plates made of translucent material to create additional opening for light to come out of the unit also in other than mentioned in claim 8 directions for more lighting function of above mentioned interiors.

Additional advantages and modifications will readily occur to those skilled in the art, construction and technology. Therefore, the invention in its broader aspects is not limited to the specific details and proposed, representative embodiments shown and described herein. Accordingly, various modifications may be made without departing from the scope or spirit of the general inventive concept as defined by the appended claims and their equivalents.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A backlit art picture significant of comprising: a translucent artwork (1); an ornamented frame (2) supporting the artwork; a non-transparent backlight compartment attached to the back side of the frame and closed with removable lid (5) and inside which a set of tubular light sources is placed parallel to the edges at the sides of the frame inside backlight compartment; a set of two single or double on/off switches (4) to control each light source separately for user to modify backlight directions important to the artwork; a power connecting cable (3); and a set of hangers (7 and 8) for backlit art picture to be mounted on the wall or to the ceiling.

2. A backlit art picture significant of comprising: a translucent artwork (1); an ornamented frame (2) supporting the artwork and which is shaped in its cross-side section view to form inside the frame a space of a non-transparent flat backlight compartment behind the artwork; a set of four tubular light sources (6) positioned inside the frame each at opposite sides parallel to the edges of the frame and close to inner edges of the frame, mounted to the frame with tubular light sockets that supply power; a light reflecting pyramid-shaped structure (9) with four integrated triangular surfaces that is positioned centrally to the artwork and is pointing towards the artwork reflecting light towards the central part of the artwork and is mounted to the closing lid (5); a set of four electric or electronic devices (10) starting and powering tubular light sources, mounted to the frame aside light rays directions backlighting the artwork; a set of two double electrical on/off switches (4) mounted in the holes within the opposite sides of the frame in its lower part, each switch to control one light source for the user to choose up to 15 backlight direction versions proper to the artwork or to his liking; a power connecting cable (3); a set of inner power cables (11) supplying power to electronic devices; a set of low voltage power cables (13) connecting light sources to the starting/powering light sources devices; a removable backside non-transparent closing lid (5) mounted to the frame; a hanger (8) to mount backlit art picture to the wall or to the ceiling.

3. A backlit art picture according to claim 2, wherein a frame (2) is made of translucent material; and light sources controlling devices (10) are placed in the empty space inside pyramid-shaped reflecting structure (9), being mounted to the closing lid (5).

4. A backlit art picture according to claim 2, wherein closing lid (5) is made of translucent material therefore in parts not covered by reflecting structure (9) will let the light through onto the wall; a frame (2) has narrow holes along its all sides filled with translucent material plates (16) to let the light through onto the wall at every direction to form light aureole around backlit art picture; the light sources controlling devices (10) are placed in the empty space inside the reflecting structure (9) being mounted to the closing lid (5).
5. A backlit art picture according to claim 3 and claim 4, wherein all mentioned features of these claims are combined together to create all-sides light-emitting backlit art picture for more interior lighting function.

6. A backlit art picture according to claim 2 wherein the white thin translucent light dispersing panel is mounted behind the artwork and between the artwork and light source; the only one tubular light source or tubular round-shaped or near-rectangular-shaped light source used for backlighting is positioned centrally to the artwork surface and parallel to artwork edges or longer dimension in case of oval artworks and mounted to the inner surface of removable closing lid (5); a light reflecting bowl-shaped structure (15) of which inner surfaces are light-reflective that is round or oval or rectangular accordingly to artwork shape and that is positioned centrally to both the artwork and light source, with opening facing the artwork and bottom positioned behind the light source and that is mounted to the removable closing lid to ease light source replacement, and the light source starting/powering device (10) that is placed outside the light reflecting structure.

7. A backlit art picture according to claim 6 wherein light source is powered by appropriate number of batteries having together proper voltage and amperage to the light source used and which batteries are placed in batteries-compartment (27) with optional recharging system that is positioned within the inner space created by the frame and closing lid but outside the bowl-shaped light reflecting structure, being mounted to the frame and with opening to the outside of whole unit to ease batteries replacement.

8. A backlit art picture significant of comprising: a set of two translucent artworks (1) placed parallel at opposite sides of the unit in the supporting frames respectively; two ornamented supporting the artworks frames (2) each of similar cross-side section view as in claim 1 and both of identical dimensions which are joined together back to back with screws without closing lids to form a backlight compartment inside; a set of tubular light sources (6) mounted to the inside of one frame to be distanced equally from both artworks after joining together both frames and parallel to the edges of both frames; a set of light reflecting V-shaped integrated plates (9) positioned inside both joined together frames behind the light sources near the edges of whole unit to reflect the light directing it towards the center of artworks and that are mounted to one of the frames; a diamond-shaped light reflecting structure (22) with outside reflecting surfaces of which two adjacent are angled from 14 to 20 degrees to each other depending the overall dimensions of whole unit and height to width ratio of given artworks, and that is positioned centrally to the artworks with its sharp-angled tops facing towards the artworks and that is mounted to the opposite inner sides of the frame to direct reflected light towards the central parts of both artworks; a set of starting/powering tubular light sources devices (10) appropriate in number to quantity of light sources used and that are placed behind the V-shaped reflecting plates and are mounted to the inside of one of the frames between its inner edges and V-shaped light reflecting integrated plates; an appropriate set of power and low voltage cables to supply the
light sources with power; a set of hangers (8) that hold both back-adjoined frames by its lower parts and facilitate attaching whole unit to the ceiling.

9. A backlit art picture according to claim 8 wherein both back adjoined frames (2) have throughout holes at the outer sides filed with plates made of translucent material to create additional opening for light to come out of the unit also in other than mentioned in claim 8 directions for more interior lighting function.
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